Homemade

*One question
per track

1.
What is one thing we can do while staying at home?
Make soggy pancakes
Watch cartoons until midnight
Love one another
Eat soggy pancakes
2.
Who is home with Doctor Noize?
A spaceman
Sydney, Riley, & Mom
The world’s greatest opera singer
Mom & Hank
3.
What instrument has a solo in “More Than Love”?
Drums
Violin
Saxophone
Alphorn
4.
Who should you call for some bass?
Doctor Noize
The New York Philharmonic
The kid with a mohawk
Bottomus
5.
What sound comes in first in “Gotta Teach Others To Enjoy Life”?
Snapping
Whispering
Pipe Organ
Trumpet
6.
What kind of song did Mama write?
A song for Halloween
A symphony
A song for Easter
An avant-garde sonata for pots and pans
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12.

Who is being encouraged to sing straight from
the heart?
Doctor Noize
The next-door neighbor
Mama
A soccer player
13. When do we make the world we live in?
It’s impossible and frankly makes no sense
Sometimes
On the weekend
Every day
14. Who is going bananas while stuck at home?
Sidney
Nathan Gunn
Mama
All of the above
15. What do bananas do when thrown?
Go smushy
Go mushy
Go bananas
Go smushy AND mushy
16. What does The Doc encourage the band to do to Banana?
Sing it in opera-star voice
Make a music video to it
Shake it up!
Never sing it again
17. What instrument solos while Sidney the Beak is rapping?
Saxophone
Piano
Violin
Tamborine
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18. What is Backbone’s banana all about?
Lenny Longtail
Dancing unicorns
The guitar
Rhythm
19. How many beats per measure does Backbone switch to?
2
9
4
5
20. What are the opera guys always up for?
Talking to Doctor Noize
Talking about themselves
Listening to pop music
Chasing waterfalls
21. What does Bottomus say you can’t say enough?
Eat red meat
I love Bottomus
Banana
Phineas is crazy!
22. What does Riley the Robot love doing?
Studying different musical genres
Playing the piano
Listening to Lenny play the fiddle
Writing lyrics to songs
23. What language does Backbone speak in Banana Parfait?
English
French
Spanish
German
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24. How does Lenny say his song kicks off?
With Phineas singing
With a hoedown showdown
With some piano
With Bottomus on bass
25. In this song, the band says grab a partner and what?
Do-si-do
Eat chocolate
Sing a song
Go scuba-diving
26. Where are the Ooh-Gah-Boo-Gus going to take us?
The rainforest
To a fancy dinner
To the city of cats
To their monstrous lounge
27. Who sings on this song?
Mama
Lenny
Backbone
The Doc
28. The Band can’t wait to…
Make another album
Go on vacation
See what you do!
Kick Bottomus out of the band
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After listening…
Here’s your Stay at Home Challenge!

Create your own version of banana, draw a picture of the
band or your family at home, make a music video to a
Doctor Noize song, anything your creative genius thinks of!
Post it on Instagram or Facebook and use #DoctorNoize for
a chance to win a free book or CD! We can’t wait to see
what you do!

